Corporation Joint Advisory Committee on Institute-wide affairs: Chairman of the Faculty, ex officio, Haywood R. Alker (XVII), Jay W. Forrester (XV), Horace A. Hunt (XV); Donky Lyndon (XIV), and Steven Weinberg (XIII).

The following faculty members were nominated to the Committee on Graumme School Policy: James Austin (XXII), Robert Buren (XVI), Glenn Borchfeld (X), Richard Cartwright (XXII), Philippe de Bruys (III), Aaron Katcher (XXI), Morris Batic (XXII), Emory Biderman (XVIII), George Kosier (VIII), Salvadore Luzi (VII), Paul Massey (XVI), Ted Secon (XIII), John Myt (XVII), Lucien Pfe (XII), Norman Ramussen (XXII), Whitman Richards (IX), Raymond Grenier, Sigurdur Helgason (VII), and Hore R. Alker (XVII). Jay W. Forrester (XV), Horace A. Hunt (XV), and Steven Weinberg (XIII).

Nomination of Committee to the Liberal, Advisory Board: were Michael Bier (III), William Bortolussi (XIII), Herbert Bridge (XVII), Franklin Cihlan (XXII), Albert Glick (IV), Every Donovan (XX), Lawrence Evans (X), Robert Logothets (XXII), Eugene Goumenos (XVIII), Raymond Greener, Sigurdur Helgason (XVIII), Daliel Holland (XVII), Norman Jones (XII), Robert Logcher (I), Harold McEversh (NS), Norman Phillips (XIX), William Pinnor, Jr. (XVI), Leland Prentice (MS), Ronald Pratkanis (ID), Harold Wachman (XVI), Wayne Wickelgren (XX), George Wolf (XXII).

To the right is a site on Massachusetts Avenue where construction of up to 800 dwelling units, of which 200 would be for the elderly, has been proposed. The elderly, has been proposed. The program includes the completion of MacGregor, and Operation of the Redevelopment Authority, at least three citizen's groups, and the MIT planners.

To the left is the new vacant Beckwith-Ardien factory in North Cambridge. This is the proposed site of 150 low-rent dwelling units. Financing of withheld roll cards and diplomas or commons, there is the additional threat of withholding the roll cards and diplomas or ineligibility for registration.

By Mike Fodorean 

A protest against the compulsory Commons system is being staged by David Jodrey '89, in Burton House.

His campaign has three main objec- tives: (1) to emphasize the benefits of volunteer commons; (2) to protest the "authoritarian nature of the common system"; and (3) to arouse the now dormant supporters of voluntary commons. He says he aims to get the dormitory commons for the present commons boycotters. In an interview, Jodrey stated that the boycotters were being threatened with expulsion from the dormitory system. Because the Institute regards the boycotters as owing money for the boycotters as owing money for commons.

David also mentioned that he, along with "dozens" of others, are planning a fast on campus. He went on to say that all people, whether or Commons or off, are invited to the Monday night activity. Since he is a senior, he said he might not receive any benefits personally, but he felt that it was right.

GREETINGS

AN OVERGROUND SEX-PROTEST FILM

If the proposed plan for the housing program to alleviate five partially blighted areas of Cambridge is implemented, sites such as there will be replaced by 1600 new dwelling units. Sited for the low-income and elderly set, 756 units, with another 850 for Cambridge residents and MIT personnel at the lowest feasible market rates.

Pictured above is the site on the 420 Lounge to organize a -..... and vitamin pills.

He went on to say that all people, whether or Commons or off, are invited to the Monday night activity. Since he is a senior, he said he might not receive any benefits personally, but he felt that it was right.

Burton House Walrus, which was also started fast Sunday night.
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